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I.  Introduction and Summary 1 

Q. Please state your name. 2 

A. My name is Scott J. Rubin.  I previously filed direct testimony on behalf of the Office of 3 

Attorney General (“AG”) and the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), which was identified 4 

as AG/CUB Exhibit 6.0. 5 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 6 

A. I will respond to portions of the rebuttal testimonies filed by Commonwealth Edison 7 

Company (“ComEd” or “Company”) witnesses Hemphill, Lowry, Alongi, and Garcia in 8 

ComEd Exhibits 46.0, 47.0, 49.0, and 50.0, respectively.  I also will respond to portions 9 

of the direct testimonies filed by Commercial Group (“CG”) witness Baudino (CG 10 

Exhibit 1.0), Natural Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”) witnesses McDermott and 11 

Cavanagh (NRDC Exhibits 1.0 and 2.0, respectively), and Illinois Industrial Energy 12 

Consumers (“IIEC”) witness Stowe (IIEC Exhibit 3.0). 13 

II.  Response to ComEd Witness Hemphill 14 

Q. Did you review the rebuttal testimony of ComEd witness Ross Hemphill (ComEd 15 

Exhibit 46.0)? 16 

A. Yes. 17 
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Q. On page 6, lines 115-119, Mr. Hemphill states that ComEd’s residential rate design 18 

proposal would result in “customer power supply and consumption decisions … 19 

[being] based on the real cost of delivery.”  Do you agree? 20 

A. No, I do not agree.  ComEd’s proposed residential rate design would treat distribution 21 

costs that are related to consumer demand for electricity as being related solely to the 22 

number of customers.  ComEd proposes very high customer charges and artificially low 23 

per-KWH charges.  This proposal to drastically increase its customer charge bears no 24 

relationship whatsoever to the reasons why various facilities are sized and installed on 25 

ComEd's system.  Every ComEd cost-of-service study produced in this case recognizes 26 

that there are substantial demand-related costs incurred to serve residential customers.  27 

But ComEd’s pricing proposal treats those costs as being related solely to the number of 28 

customers, not to those customers’ demands for electricity. 29 

Q. On page 9, lines 201-202, Mr. Hemphill claims that his proposal is reasonable 30 

because the customer charge would recover costs “which do not vary with monthly 31 

energy use.”  Is that a relevant factor in properly designing retail utility rates? 32 

A. No, it is not.  Utilities make long-lived investments based on long-term projections of 33 

customer location, demand, and consumption.  One would not expect utility costs to vary 34 

significantly with monthly energy consumption.  But that does not mean that energy 35 

consumption has nothing to do with the utility’s incurrence of costs.  Indeed, most 36 

aspects of ComEd’s distribution system – including facilities such as substations and 37 

transformers – are based on ComEd’s need to serve consumers’ demands for electricity 38 
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over the life of those facilities (which is measured in decades).  Utility pricing must send 39 

customers an appropriate price signal that increases in their energy demand result in 40 

increases in costs to the system.  Thus, as I discussed in my direct testimony, reputable 41 

utility economists for many decades have rejected the notion of pricing retail utility 42 

services based on short-run costs.  Customers must see prices that reflect the fact that 43 

increased consumption results in increased costs to the system.  ComEd’s pricing 44 

proposal fails to do so. 45 

Q. On page 12, lines 291-296, Mr. Hemphill states that ComEd’s residential rate design 46 

proposal is consistent with the principle of gradualism.  Do you agree? 47 

A. No, I do not agree.  As I demonstrated in my direct testimony, ComEd’s proposal would 48 

result in some residential customers facing rate increases of 60%, 80%, or even 100%, 49 

even though overall rates would increase by about 20% under ComEd’s proposed 50 

revenue requirement.  Imposing increases on some customers of four or five times the 51 

average rate increase – for no other reason than to further the utility’s notion of an 52 

appropriate rate design policy or theory – is grossly inconsistent with the principle of 53 

gradualism. 54 

Q. On pages 14-15, lines 321-360, Mr. Hemphill claims that most of ComEd’s “delivery 55 

service costs are based not upon the amount of electricity used (kWh) but rather 56 

upon the maximum rate at which electricity is used (kW).”  He then posits that 57 

customers with different levels of energy consumption “could very well” place the 58 

same maximum demands on the system, and that “it is quite possible for two 59 
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customers to use different amounts of kWhs but be responsible for equal shares of 60 

fixed costs.”  How do you respond? 61 

A. Mr. Hemphill’s theory is interesting, but he did not provide any data or analysis to 62 

determine whether, in fact, this occurs within ComEd’s residential class of customers.  63 

Further, he does not consider the tremendous diversity within ComEd’s residential class – 64 

ranging from customers who use a few hundred KWH per month to those who use 65 

thousands of KWH per month.   66 

  For example, using ComEd’s actual billing data for the largest residential subclass 67 

(SF No Heat), 10% of customers use less than 3,600 KWH per year (or 300 KWH per 68 

month).  At the high end, another 10% of customers use more than 16,000 KWH per year 69 

(an average of more than 1,300 KWH per month).  It would be highly unlikely that these 70 

two types of customers would have the same maximum energy demands.  If the 16,000 71 

KWH customer was a perfect energy consumer – that is, it used exactly the same amount 72 

of electricity each hour of the year – it would have a peak demand of 1.83 KW.
1
  In 73 

reality, a customer of that size would be expected to have a peak demand of at least 7 or 8 74 

KW.
2
 75 

   In contrast, I analyzed ComEd’s billing data for the more than 200,000 SF No 76 

Heat customers who used 3,600 KWH or less per year.  One-half of those customers – 77 

                                                 
1
 16,000 KWH per year ÷ 8,760 hours per year = 1.83 KW. 

2
 My analysis of ComEd’s billing data shows that the median customer using more than 16,000 KWH per year had 

energy consumption in the customer’s peak month of 2,639 KWH.  If the customer had a perfect load factor – which 

would be impossible – that would imply a peak hourly demand of 3.67 KW (2,639 KWH per month ÷ 720 hours per 

month = 3.67 KW).  In reality, I would expect a typical residential customer to have a load factor of 50% or less, 

resulting in a peak hourly demand of 7.3 KW or more. 
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more than 100,000 customers – used 260 KWH or less during their peak summer month.  78 

It would be exceedingly unlikely for a customer using 260 KWH during an entire 79 

summer month to have a demand of 7 or 8 KW in any one hour.  Indeed, at that level of 80 

demand, the customer would consume an entire month’s worth of electricity in just 35 or 81 

40 hours, out of 720 hours in the entire month. 82 

  In fact, looking at the peak summer month’s demands for high-use customers 83 

illustrates the absurdity of Mr. Hemphill’s assertion.  Approximately 9% of ComEd’s SF 84 

No Heat customers used more than 3,600 KWH in their peak summer month.  That is, 85 

these customers used more electricity in one month than more than 200,000 SF No Heat 86 

customers used in an entire year.  Again, it is very difficult to believe that such diverse 87 

customers would have the same peak hourly demands. 88 

Q. Why is this important? 89 

A. This is important because it directly undercuts ComEd’s rationale for placing most 90 

demand-related costs in the customer charge.  ComEd’s residential class has customers of 91 

vastly different sizes that place very different demands on ComEd’s energy distribution 92 

system.  It cannot just be assumed, as does Mr. Hemphill, that each customer is 93 

responsible for the same level of demand and, therefore, that each customer should bear 94 

the same proportion of demand-related costs.  We know that this is not the case – large 95 

residential energy users will place much higher demands on the system than will small 96 

energy users.  Placing demand-related costs in a per-KWH charge (as they are now) 97 

requires those who are likely to cause the cost to be incurred to pay the cost through their 98 
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rates.  ComEd’s proposal fails to do so and would improperly require low-use customers 99 

to subsidize high-use customers within the same residential subclass. 100 

Q. Does anything in Mr. Hemphill’s testimony cause you to change the conclusions and 101 

recommendations in your direct testimony? 102 

A. No. 103 

III. Response to ComEd witness Alongi 104 

Q. Did you review the rebuttal testimony of ComEd witness Lawrence Alongi (ComEd 105 

Exhibit 49.0)? 106 

A. Yes. 107 

Q. On pages 13 to 15, Mr. Alongi criticizes your recommendation that ComEd should 108 

retain the four existing residential subclasses.  First, he claims that you are 109 

“attempting to divert cost responsibility away from the residential sector” (lines 110 

306-307).  Is he correct? 111 

A. No, he is not correct.  Mr. Alongi is confusing the allocation of costs among customer 112 

classes with the design of rates within a customer class.  Nothing in my proposal shifts 113 

cost responsibility away from the residential sector.  My proposal allocates costs properly 114 

because the allocation of costs among customer classes should be based on various 115 

physical characteristics of the classes (such as energy demand, number of meters, and so 116 

on).  In most instances, customer classes are defined based on the characteristics of the 117 

class’s customers, such as residential, commercial, industrial, or public.  Once these 118 
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classes are created, then it becomes a matter of intra-class rate design to determine how to 119 

fairly recover costs within the class.  In ComEd’s case, the residential class is highly 120 

diverse, including single-family houses, apartments in large multi-family buildings, 121 

sprawling estates, and small studio apartments, to name just a few.  ComEd’s residential 122 

class includes customers who use 100 KWH per month and those who use thousands of 123 

KWH per month. 124 

  With a class that is so diverse, it can be difficult to design rates that accurately 125 

reflect the cost of service to different types of customers.  In that instance, different rate 126 

schedules (what I termed subclasses in my direct testimony) can be used to try to better 127 

design rates that reflect cost differences.  For many years, ComEd has divided the 128 

residential class into four rate schedules, separating single-family from multi-family 129 

customers and separating those who use electricity for space heating and those that do not 130 

heat with electricity.  In the first ComEd case in which I was involved, I successfully 131 

argued against ComEd’s proposal to consolidate the residential class onto a single rate 132 

schedule because we were able to demonstrate that there was a real difference in the cost 133 

of serving different types of residential customers. 134 

  We face this same issue again because ComEd is proposing to collapse the 135 

residential class into two rate schedules (eliminating the heating / non-heating 136 

distinction).  As I explained in my direct testimony, there is a very real difference in the 137 

cost of serving heating and non-heating customers, and that difference should be reflected 138 

in the rates paid by those customers. 139 
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  Mr. Alongi claims that each group of residential customers should be treated as a 140 

completely separate customer class, have its demands determined separately in the cost-141 

of-service study, and so on.  I suggested that there is really just one residential class and 142 

that the different rate schedules for that class are a matter of intra-class rate design.  I 143 

used as an example the results of ComEd’s cost-of-service studies which show an 144 

increase in costs allocated to non-residential customers if you move from the current four 145 

residential rate schedules to two residential rate schedules.  There is no logical reason 146 

why costs allocated to non-residential customers should change if the number of 147 

residential rate schedules is changed, but that is precisely the result of ComEd’s 148 

approach. 149 

  Contrary to Mr. Alongi’s assertion, I am not trying to divert costs away from the 150 

residential class.  I am simply trying to have the cost-of-service process be logical.  151 

Increasing or decreasing the number of residential rate schedules should not have any 152 

impact on the cost to serve non-residential customers.  My recommended approach to 153 

cost-of-service analysis ensures that this occurs; ComEd’s approach leads to an illogical 154 

result and should be rejected. 155 

Q. Mr. Alongi appears to take issue with your use of the term “subclass” for groups of 156 

residential customers.  Is this nomenclature important? 157 

A. No, what we call the groups is not important.  After I saw Mr. Alongi’s objection to my 158 

language, and his use of the term “residential sector,” I went back to ComEd’s tariff.  159 

There I found that ComEd uses the term “residential sector” to refer to all residential 160 
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customers and then calls each group of residential customers a “class.”  In my more than 161 

25 years of experience with utility regulation, ComEd is the only utility I can recall that 162 

has a tariff dividing customers into “sectors.”  I was using the more familiar terminology 163 

of “class” to refer to what ComEd calls a “sector.”  And I was using the term “subclass” 164 

to refer to the rate schedules within that class or sector.   165 

  The salient point is not what we call these groupings of residential customers, but 166 

whether the terminology and number of residential rate schedules should affect the 167 

allocation of costs to non-residential customers.  Mr. Alongi believes it should; I believe 168 

it should not. 169 

Q. On page 15, lines 350-355, Mr. Alongi states that your proposal would “reintroduce 170 

a complexity” into ComEd’s residential rates.  Is he correct? 171 

A. No, he is not correct.  I am proposing a separate Distribution Facilities Charge (“DFC”), 172 

which is the per-KWH charge for distribution, for each residential rate schedule.  At the 173 

present time, ComEd’s tariff already contains a separately stated DFC for each residential 174 

rate schedule.  For ease of reference, I have attached the relevant pages of ComEd’s 175 

existing tariff as AG/CUB Exhibit 11.1.  Thus, my proposal would not result in any 176 

additional complexity to ComEd’s tariff.   177 

Q. If the tariff already has a separate DFC for each residential rate schedule, then why 178 

does Mr. Alongi claim that you are trying to increase the complexity of the rates? 179 

A. At the present time, when ComEd calculates the DFC rates it divides residential 180 

customers into two groups: one for heating customers and one for non-heating customers.  181 
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But that has nothing to do with the complexity of the rate schedules, tariffs, or customers’ 182 

bills.  There is no such thing in ComEd’s tariff as the “heating” DFC or the “non-heating” 183 

DFC.  The tariff shows a separate DFC for each of the four residential rate schedules.  184 

My proposal does not change that; it simply sets the DFC for each rate schedule in a way 185 

that better reflects the cost of serving the customers taking service under that rate 186 

schedule. 187 

Q. Mr. Alongi spends all of page 16 responding to your testimony that ComEd’s rate 188 

design would result in excessive revenues from residential heating customers.  Does 189 

he address your concerns? 190 

A. No.  Mr. Alongi never mentions the cost of service in his response.  He only points out 191 

that ComEd is proposing a lower rate increase for heating customers than it is proposing 192 

for non-heating customers.  But he fails to mention that ComEd’s own cost-of-service 193 

study shows that residential heating customers currently pay rates that exceed ComEd’s 194 

proposed cost of service.  When I testified that residential heating customers would pay 195 

excessive rates under ComEd’s proposal, I referred specifically to the cost of serving 196 

those customers.  I did not mean those customers were receiving a higher percentage rate 197 

increase than other residential customers, but that they would pay rates that exceed their 198 

cost of service by millions of dollars per year. 199 

Q. Does anything in Mr. Alongi’s testimony cause you to change the conclusions and 200 

recommendations in your direct testimony? 201 

A. No. 202 
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IV. Response to ComEd Witness Garcia,  203 

CG Witness Baudino, and IIEC Witness Stowe 204 

Q. Did you review the rebuttal testimony of ComEd witness Robert Garcia (ComEd 205 

Exhibit 50.0)? 206 

A. Yes. 207 

Q. Did you also review the direct testimony filed by Commercial Group witness 208 

Richard Baudino (CG Exhibit 1.0) and Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers 209 

(“IIEC”) witness David Stowe (IIEC Exhibit 3.0)? 210 

A. Yes. 211 

Q. On pages 5-6 of ComEd Exhibit 50.0, Mr. Garcia states that ComEd agrees with 212 

IIEC witness Stowe and CG witness Baudino that primary lines and substations 213 

should be allocated using a non-coincident peak (NCP) factor rather than a 214 

coincident peak (CP) factor.  How do you respond? 215 

A. Mr. Garcia and Mr. Baudino recognize that the Commission decided this issue in the 216 

recently concluded rate design investigation for ComEd (Docket No. 08-0532).  In that 217 

case, the Commission determined that a CP allocation factor was proper for these 218 

facilities.  Mr. Garcia states that the parties are now asking the Commission to reconsider 219 

that finding.  In that order, the Commission specifically stated:  “the following decisions 220 

are final and should be reflected in the ECOSS for consideration in any subsequent action 221 

in the Company’s next rate case.”  One of those specific final decisions was item (f): “the 222 

allocation of costs to substations and primary lines should be made on a coincident peak 223 
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basis.”  Docket No. 08-0532, Order of April 21, 2010, p. 84.  While the IIEC and 224 

Commercial Group are free to request the Commission to revisit the issue in this docket, I 225 

have seen nothing in the evidence presented that leads me to believe that the 226 

Commission’s recent decision in the 08-0532 docket was in error. 227 

Q. Mr. Stowe quotes from the NARUC Cost Allocation Manual to support his position 228 

(IIEC Exhibit 3.0, p. 24).  Do you have any concerns with the way in which he cited 229 

that publication? 230 

A. Yes, I do.  Mr. Stowe left out an important portion of the paragraph from which he 231 

quotes.  The paragraph begins at the bottom of page 96 and continues onto page 97 of the 232 

manual.  Specifically, he left out a few sentences from the paragraph.  I have attached 233 

pages 96 and 97 of the manual as AG/CUB Exhibit 11.2 so that the entire paragraph can 234 

be read in context.   235 

  When the paragraph is read as a whole, it becomes clear that the author of this 236 

paragraph did not clearly distinguish between NCP and CP.  Rather, the author refers to 237 

NCP, “customer-class peaks,” and “individual customer maximum demands.”  When the 238 

entire paragraph is read, it seems to me that the intention is to determine how much 239 

diversity exists in the load.  The closer you get to the customer, the less diversity is 240 

present (that is, the NCP becomes more representative of the load placed on the 241 

facilities).  But as you move further from the customer – that is, out to the primary 242 

voltage level – diversity becomes more important, meaning that different customer 243 

groups will peak at different times and the facilities can be sized to capture the benefit of 244 
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that diversity.  Thus, the manual states:  “The load diversity at distribution substations 245 

and primary feeders is usually high.”  The next sentence states:  “For this reason, 246 

customer-class peaks are normally used for the allocation of these facilities.”  The manual 247 

does not say which customer class peaks are used:  coincident or non-coincident peaks.  248 

But to me, the intention seems clear:  because there is more diversity at the primary level, 249 

facilities are designed to capture that diversity; and that means that a coincident peak 250 

allocator better reflects cost causation. 251 

Q. What do you conclude? 252 

A. I conclude that there was a reasonable basis for the Commission to conclude that primary 253 

lines and substations should be allocated using a CP allocator.  The Commission made 254 

that determination in April 2010 for ComEd with roughly the same parties participating.  255 

There is no reason for the Commission to change that decision in this case. 256 

Q. Do ComEd’s revised cost-of-service studies in ComEd Exhibits 51.1, 51.2, and 51.3 257 

continue to use the CP allocator for primary lines and substations, or do they use 258 

the NCP allocator recommended by Messrs. Stowe, Baudino, and Garcia? 259 

A. ComEd’s revised studies prepared by Mr. Heintz continue to use the CP allocator that 260 

was ordered by the Commission in the rate design investigation.  This can be seen, for 261 

example, on Schedule 2a, page 1, lines 5 and 7 of each study where Shared Distribution 262 

Substations and Shared Distribution Lines are allocated using the CP<69 KV allocation 263 

factor, which is based on coincident peak demands.  Thus, ComEd’s revised studies 264 
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continue to comply with the Commission’s order and there should be no further changes 265 

to those studies. 266 

Q. Does the cost-of-service study prepared by CG witness Baudino also use the CP 267 

allocator for primary lines and substations? 268 

A. Yes, Mr. Baudino makes this clear on page 22 (lines 393-394) of his testimony.  So even 269 

though he recommended using an NCP allocator, he did not do so when he prepared his 270 

cost study. 271 

Q. Does Mr. Stowe’s cost-of-service study also continue to use the CP allocator for 272 

these facilities? 273 

A. No, it does not.  Mr. Stowe modified the study to allocate these facilities using the NCP 274 

allocator that the Commission rejected (see IIEC Exhibit 3.0, p. 25, lines 567-568).  For 275 

that reason, Mr. Stowe’s study should not be used by the Commission. 276 

V.  Response to Revenue Decoupling Testimony 277 

Q. Have you reviewed the testimony of witnesses that promote the idea of revenue 278 

decoupling? 279 

A. Yes, I have reviewed the rebuttal testimony of ComEd witness Lowry (ComEd Exhibit 280 

47.0) along with his decoupling report (ComEd Exhibit 47.2), the direct testimony NRDC 281 

witness McDermott (NRDC Exhibit 1.0), and the direct testimony of NRDC witness 282 

Cavanagh (NRDC Exhibit 2.0). 283 
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Q. Before reading his testimony, were you familiar with the work of NRDC and Mr. 284 

Cavanagh on utility decoupling issues? 285 

A. Yes, I was.  I have been a member of NRDC since the late 1970s and I have closely 286 

followed its work on utility issues for quite some time.  I strongly support NRDC’s 287 

overall goals and I have remained a member of the organization for more than 30 years. 288 

Q. Do you support the approach of NRDC and Mr. Cavanagh to improving the 289 

efficiency of electricity consumption? 290 

A. No, I do not.  While I am proud to be a member of NRDC, I do not agree with them on 291 

every issue – and this is one where I must disagree.  I believe it is possible for 292 

environmental protection and the wise use of our resources to be consistent with the 293 

financial interests of consumers.  Unfortunately, NRDC’s decoupling proposal fails to 294 

achieve that end.  Instead, the NRDC proposal would protect ComEd’s revenue stream at 295 

the expense of consumers, with no indication that such an extreme measure would result 296 

in any increased investment in energy efficiency.  I cannot recommend the adoption of 297 

that approach for two reasons:  (1) it is inconsistent with sound regulatory policies that 298 

have been developed over many decades; and (2) there is a better way. 299 
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Q. Starting on page 4 of his testimony, Mr. Cavanagh calls the current regulatory 300 

framework “dysfunctional” and argues that changes in ComEd’s residential 301 

distribution rates could make ComEd more responsive to environmental concerns.  302 

Do you agree? 303 

A. No, I do not agree.  The alleged “dysfunction” is that the residential rate structure does 304 

not encourage ComEd to help customers reduce electricity consumption.  That is true, but 305 

it is not evidence of any failure to perform by the ratemaking process.  On the contrary, 306 

consumers expect to pay for products and services they receive.  People do not expect to 307 

pay retroactive surcharges when they buy less of a product than someone expected them 308 

to buy.  The NRDC decoupling proposal would have ratepayers doing just that.  And they 309 

certainly do not expect to be billed later because the business selling them a product was 310 

less profitable than anticipated. 311 

  Mr. Cavanagh’s proposal fails to recognize the central tenets of utility regulation.  312 

We attempt to regulate in a manner that mimics how prices would be set if there were a 313 

competitive market for the monopolistic service being regulated.  The purpose of that 314 

regulation is to protect consumers from the monopolist – ensuring that prices bear a 315 

reasonable relationship to the value of the service to the consumer, and that the service is 316 

provided in a manner that is safe and reliable. 317 

  In the competitive market, it is rare for consumers to pay fixed charges just for the 318 

privilege of being a customer.  There are exceptions, such as Sam’s Club, when the 319 

consumer may agree to pay a very small fixed charge in anticipation of paying lower 320 
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prices on each product purchased.  But as a general rule, we pay for products and services 321 

if and when we decide to buy them; if we don’t use them, we don’t pay for them. 322 

  And make no mistake, many of those businesses have very high fixed costs.  323 

Retail chains have tremendous overhead in buildings, technology, trucks, rail cars, and 324 

distribution networks, not to mention inventory and people.   Service industries have 325 

office buildings, communications and computer networks, investments in intellectual 326 

capital, and so on. 327 

  In a competitive market, businesses recover their fixed costs by selling things that 328 

consumers want.  They do not recover fixed costs by charging consumers even when the 329 

consumer buys nothing.  They simply cannot do it – consumers would go to the 330 

competitor down the street (or anywhere in the world on the Internet) without having to 331 

pay a fixed fee for the “privilege” of being a customer. 332 

Q. In a competitive market, what happens when a business cannot adequately recover 333 

its fixed costs through the sale of products and services to consumers? 334 

A. If that occurs, then the business must adjust to the new reality.  The business needs to 335 

modify its costs of doing business, make its products and services more attractive to 336 

consumers, or risk going out of business. 337 

Q. Are those options available to utilities? 338 

A. Yes, they are.  Like any other business, utilities must continue to adjust to the needs of 339 

consumers.  If consumers use less electricity than they used to, then utilities need to 340 

adjust their cost structures and expectations about profit levels.  If they fail to do so, then 341 
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they run the risk of bankruptcy or having to sell their business at a discount to a provider 342 

that can better meet the needs of consumers.  There are utilities restructuring in 343 

bankruptcy courts right now – it is not a pleasant occurrence, but it happens when a 344 

utility cannot meet the needs of the public or adjust to changes in consumer preferences.  345 

In the regulated world, one of the classic examples of this occurred with street railway 346 

companies that found themselves unable to compete with newer forms of transportation.  347 

When regulators refused to continue to raise prices (because they understood that the 348 

consumers would not pay the higher prices and demand would continue to drop), the 349 

companies went out of business or found ways to restructure and reduce their costs. 350 

Q. What does all of this have to do with NRDC’s approach to decoupling? 351 

A. NRDC’s approach to decoupling is premised on the importance of preserving the utility’s 352 

revenues in the face of (either real or hypothesized) declining demand for electricity.  I 353 

absolutely reject this as an appropriate focus of regulation.  The purpose of regulation is 354 

to protect consumers from the unfettered market power of monopolists; not to protect the 355 

revenue stream or profit levels of those monopolists. 356 

Q. Does that mean that ComEd might go out of business without decoupling? 357 

A. I consider that to be very unlikely and ComEd has never much such a claim.  ComEd has 358 

faced numerous challenges over the years and has managed to survive and be a very 359 

profitable company.  I expect that it would adjust to the new reality of lower per-360 

customer energy consumption and find ways to continue to thrive.  But if it doesn’t, that 361 

would not be a failure of regulation.  It would be a failure of the utility’s management.  362 
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Regulators should not insulate management or stockholders from such a failure of 363 

judgment, and consumers certainly should not be required to pay higher prices in order to 364 

protect management from such a failure. 365 

Q. Mr. Cavanagh states that the current ratemaking process is keeping consumers 366 

from investing in cost-effective energy efficiency.  Would decoupling solve that 367 

problem? 368 

A. No, decoupling would not solve that problem.  Mr. Cavanagh has been saying the same 369 

thing for many years and, while progress has been made, there are still significant 370 

structural barriers to the implementation of many forms of energy efficiency.  Among the 371 

barriers that exist in utility-sponsored energy efficiency programs are lack of knowledge 372 

(consumers don’t know what they can do), lack of trust (they’re told something by an 373 

entity they don’t trust to provide unbiased information), lack of funds (they can’t afford 374 

to make the investment), poor experience with supposedly long-lived investments (such 375 

as the washing machine that breaks after four years or the CFL bulb that lasts only one 376 

year instead of the five years promised), and lack of control (they don’t own the premises 377 

or the appliance that could be made more efficient).  Decoupling would not solve these 378 

problems. 379 

  Consumers as a group are not irrational, though we all occasionally do something 380 

that is not too smart.  If consumers are requiring paybacks of three years or less on 381 

energy-efficiency investments it is for a good reason.  It may be that they don’t expect to 382 

stay in their homes much longer than that and they don’t believe the new owner would 383 
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place a significant value on the investment.  It may be that they have a much higher cost 384 

of capital than economists like to admit (why else would people willingly have credit 385 

cards that charge 25% interest?).  It may be that they are afraid to spend their savings on 386 

long-term investments because they don’t know if they will have a job next month or 387 

next year.   388 

  I also do not believe that consumers will ever trust utilities to provide accurate, 389 

unbiased information about ways to save electricity.  This is not meant to demean ComEd 390 

or any of its employees.  People simply do not perceive the person who is trying to sell 391 

them something as being an honest source of information about ways to buy less of it or 392 

to save money doing it.  You are much more likely to believe your neighbor about the 393 

cost savings from installing CFL bulbs than you are to believe the utility that you 394 

perceive as making money from selling electricity (or the hardware store that makes 395 

money from selling you the bulbs).  One could speculate about the difference in our 396 

energy consumption if all of the money spent on trying to get utilities to encourage lower 397 

consumption actually had been given to organizations unaffiliated with utilities who 398 

could provide unbiased information about, and funding for, energy conservation. 399 

Q. Are these “market failures” as Mr. Cavanagh calls them on page 11 of his 400 

testimony? 401 

A. No, they are not “failures” of anything.  They are simply part of reality.  Consumers have 402 

many demands on their time and money; they are skeptical; they have high costs of 403 

capital; and they are uncertain about the costs and benefits of new products or appliances 404 
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with which they may be unfamiliar.  These problems cannot be “solved” by assuring 405 

ComEd’s revenue stream. 406 

Q. Hasn’t decoupling worked in other places? 407 

A. Decoupling has been implemented in other places.  It is easy to measure the effect of 408 

decoupling on utilities’ revenues and consumers’ bills.  It is much more difficult to 409 

measure the effect of decoupling on energy consumption because we don’t know what 410 

consumers would have done otherwise.  What is clear, however, is that Mr. Cavanagh is 411 

making the same arguments today that he has been making for the past 20 years or more 412 

– and there is still precious little evidence that decoupling accomplishes anything of 413 

substance for the environment or for consumers. 414 

Q. Did you perform any analysis to attempt to determine the effect of decoupling on 415 

residential energy consumption? 416 

A. Yes, I did a very high-level analysis to try to determine if decoupling was having an 417 

appreciable effect on residential energy consumption.  Using state-level data from the 418 

U.S. Energy Information Administration and the U.S. Census Bureau, I looked at 419 

statewide residential electricity consumption per housing unit in each state from 2000 420 

through 2009.  The number of KWH per housing unit is not particularly meaningful 421 

because there are such vast differences in climate, heating fuel, and housing stock from 422 

one state to another.  For example, states with large numbers of housing units in multi-423 

family buildings, fewer people per household, and little electricity usage for heating (such 424 

as New York and the District of Columbia) have much lower electricity consumption per 425 
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housing unit than states with relatively few multi-family buildings, more people per 426 

housing unit, and higher air conditioning loads (such as Alabama and Georgia). 427 

  What we can compare among states, however, is the percentage change in 428 

electricity consumption from one year to the next, and over the entire 10-year period.  On 429 

AG/CUB Exhibit 11.3, I show the results of my analysis.  In simple terms, I conclude that 430 

there is no meaningful difference between the change in electricity consumption per 431 

housing unit in states with electric decoupling and those without electric decoupling.  In 432 

fact, the states with decoupling experienced a slightly higher increase in average 433 

electricity consumption than did the states without decoupling.   434 

  Overall, however, electricity consumption went up in some years and down in 435 

others – most likely as a result of economic and weather conditions, rather than as a result 436 

of the particular ratemaking method used for electric utilities.  On average, over the entire 437 

10-year period, average consumption increased by 2.8% (an average of 0.3% per year) in 438 

states that have adopted decoupling and by 1.6% (an average of 0.2% per year) in states 439 

that have not adopted decoupling.  By way of comparison, I also show the results for 440 

Illinois, which falls right in the middle with an increase of 2.3% (an annual average of 441 

less than 0.3% per year) over the entire 10-year period. 442 

  I would caution that I term this a high-level analysis because there are a number 443 

of factors that are not explicitly considered, including weather, economic conditions, 444 

heating fuel sources, appliance saturation, when a state adopted decoupling, whether 445 

decoupling was adopted for some or all utilities in the state, and so on.  This is not a 446 

rigorous statistical analysis; I did this only to try to get a rough indication of whether 447 
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decoupling might be having a measurable impact on electricity consumption at the 448 

statewide level.  From this very rough analysis, I cannot conclude that decoupling is 449 

having any impact on residential electricity consumption. 450 

Q. Do the testimony and report prepared for ComEd by Mr. Lowry (ComEd Exhibits 451 

47.0 and 47.2, respectively) provide the type of information you found lacking in 452 

NRDC’s testimony? 453 

A. No, they do not.  There is no information in Mr. Lowry’s lengthy presentation that 454 

discusses the effect of any of the various decoupling methods on consumer behavior and 455 

residential energy consumption.  His focus is on the effect on the alleged incentives or 456 

disincentives to utilities; not on the impact on consumers.  As such, I do not find his 457 

presentation to be particularly relevant to the central issues:  whether decoupling would 458 

improve consumer well-being, reduce residential energy consumption, or improve the 459 

environment. 460 

Q. Does Mr. Lowry’s information about states that spend a lot on demand-side 461 

management (DSM) programs show that such spending is achieving improved 462 

consumer well-being, reduced residential energy consumption, or an improved 463 

environment? 464 

A. No, there is no such information in Mr. Lowry’s documentation.  I replicated my rough 465 

analysis of decoupling states (described above and in AG/CUB Exhibit 11.3) for the 466 

high-DSM-spending states in Mr. Lowry’s exhibit.  Specifically, I compared residential 467 

electricity consumption per housing unit in the states that each spent more than ComEd 468 
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on DSM in 2009, as shown in ComEd Exhibit 47.2, p. 46.  I then compared the annual 469 

changes in energy consumption per housing unit in higher-spending states to those in 470 

lower-spending states.  On AG/CUB Exhibit 11.4, I show the results of my analysis.  In 471 

simple terms, I conclude that there is no meaningful difference between the change in 472 

electricity consumption per housing unit in states with higher spending on DSM and 473 

those with lower spending on DSM.  In fact, the states with higher spending experienced 474 

a slightly higher increase in average electricity consumption than did the states with 475 

lower spending.   476 

  Overall, however, as was the case with decoupling states, electricity consumption 477 

went up in some years and down in others – most likely as a result of economic and 478 

weather conditions, rather than as a result of the amount spent on DSM programs.  On 479 

average, over the entire 10-year period, average consumption increased by 3.2% (an 480 

average of 0.3% per year) in states that have higher DSM spending and by 1.6% (an 481 

average of 0.2% per year) in states that have lower spending per capita.  By way of 482 

comparison, I also show the results for Illinois, which again falls in the middle with an 483 

increase of 2.3% (an annual average of less than 0.3% per year) over the entire 10-year 484 

period. 485 

Q. What does your analysis tell you about Mr. Cavanagh’s proposal for decoupling? 486 

A. It tells me that we need to learn much more about the actual benefits (if any) of 487 

decoupling for the environment and for consumers.  I would emphasize that these are the 488 

relevant considerations; not whether decoupling affects rates or the utility’s revenues and 489 
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profits.  The purpose of decoupling is to affect residential energy consumption; if it 490 

cannot be shown that it accomplishes that goal, then there is no reason to pursue it. 491 

  According to an article promoting decoupling by one of Mr. Cavanagh’s 492 

colleagues at NRDC, electric decoupling has been used in California since the mid-493 

1980s.
3
  The article, published in 2001, does not contain any information about the actual 494 

impact of decoupling on residential energy consumption in California.  It mentions some 495 

reductions in overall energy demand in Oregon (which started decoupling in 1992), but it 496 

notes: “transformation in performance was not entirely the result of decoupling” (the 497 

article does not explain the other factors, how much of the reduction was residential, or 498 

how much of a role decoupling had on the results).  Instead of talking about changes in 499 

consumer behavior, the article focuses on rate impacts and the incentives given to utilities 500 

by decoupling.   501 

  Similarly, a manual published by Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory in 1994, 502 

with the title “The Theory and Practice of Decoupling” focuses on the ratemaking 503 

process and the alleged incentives and disincentives conveyed to utilities by ratemaking 504 

policies.  Even though that publication was written more than 10 years after California 505 

started decoupling, there is no mention of the actual impact of decoupling on residential 506 

energy consumption or consumer behavior.  Again I must question whether there is any 507 

evidence that this decades-long experiment actually works. 508 

                                                 
3
 Sheryl Carter, “Breaking The Consumption Habit: Ratemaking for Efficient Resource Decisions,” Electricity 

Journal (Dec. 2001), pp. 66-74. 
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  The pro-decoupling witnesses in this case have not presented any hard evidence 509 

that decoupling accomplishes something for the environment, that it changes consumer 510 

behavior, or that it enhances consumer well-being.  There are theories about how it could 511 

affect the energy consumption behavior of consumers, but there is no evidence that it 512 

actually has done so in any of the states where decoupling has been tried.  Given my 513 

rough analysis indicating the lack of any apparent relationship between the adoption of 514 

decoupling in states and changes in energy consumption in those states, as well as all of 515 

the other problems created by decoupling, I recommend that the Commission reject 516 

decoupling as an untested theory that has not been shown to have any practical effect on 517 

energy consumption or consumer behavior. 518 

Q. But isn’t decoupling likely to increase ComEd’s investment in energy efficiency 519 

initiatives? 520 

A. No, I don’t believe that to be the case.  I am advised by counsel that there is an Illinois 521 

statute that requires ComEd to make certain expenditures on energy efficiency and that 522 

there is a limit on the amount of such costs that ComEd can recover from customers.  To 523 

the best of my knowledge, no one has indicated that ComEd would spend more with 524 

decoupling than it would without decoupling, or that its programs would have a greater 525 

impact on consumer behavior if there is decoupling than if there is no decoupling.  Once 526 

again we are talking about an untested theory – and in this instance, a theory that appears 527 

to be meaningless in terms of accomplishing the state’s statutory energy efficiency goals. 528 
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Q. NRDC witness McDermott discusses the goals for decoupling (NRDC Exhibit 1.0, 529 

p. 3).  Do you agree with his statement of goals? 530 

A. No, I do not.  In fact, I find his statement of goals to be quite telling.  According to Mr. 531 

McDermott, the goal of decoupling is not to affect consumer behavior or to actually 532 

reduce energy consumption through conservation, but to “provide[] utilities with a fair 533 

opportunity to recover investment costs in the face of uncertain load growth …”  I 534 

appreciate Mr. McDermott’s frankness – that the goal of decoupling is to ensure utility 535 

profit levels – but I find his goal to be completely contrary to the purpose of utility 536 

regulation.  Where is the mention of protecting consumers?  Why is there no goal to 537 

affect consumers’ energy-consuming behavior?  Where is the correlation between the 538 

protection of utility profit levels and the improvement of consumer well-being? 539 

Q. Beginning on page 6, Mr. McDermott talks at length about various court cases and 540 

legal requirements.  Do you agree with his legal analysis? 541 

A. No, I do not agree with his legal analysis.  First, I find it interesting that this legal 542 

analysis is contained in the testimony of an economist, while NRDC’s other witness – 543 

who is an attorney – does not talk about the legal cases.  Second, I should note while I am 544 

an attorney based in Pennsylvania with an active regulatory practice, I am not licensed to 545 

practice in Illinois and I am not giving a legal opinion about Illinois law on behalf of the 546 

Attorney General or the Citizens Utility Board. 547 

  With that understanding, I am troubled by Mr. McDermott’s rather cavalier 548 

treatment of the recent decision from an Illinois appellate court that expresses clear 549 
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limitations on the Commission’s ability to use automatic rate adjustment mechanisms.  550 

Mr. McDermott tries to distinguish that case because it dealt with “expenses” and not 551 

“revenues.”  But he fails to explain why this distinction supports his point of view.  The 552 

fact that the Court established the boundaries for recoverable expenses – not revenues – 553 

through a rider is, in my view, a critical point that argues against approving a decoupling 554 

rider.   555 

  After a discussion of previous Illinois cases that examined the legality of riders as 556 

cost recovery mechanisms, the Court specifically stated: 557 

From this line of cases, we glean a guiding principle for testing a rider’s 558 

validity; the Commission has discretion to approve a utility’s proposed 559 

rider mechanism to recover a particular cost if (1) the cost is imposed 560 

upon the utility by an external circumstance over which the utility has no 561 

control and (2) the cost does not affect the utility’s revenue requirement.  562 

In other words, a rider is appropriate only if the utility cannot influence the 563 

cost (Citizens Utility Board, 166 Ill.2d at 138 (“a rider mechanism is 564 

effective and appropriate for cost recovery when a utility is faced with 565 

unexpected, volatile, or fluctuating expenses”)) and the expense is a pass-566 

through item that does not change other expenses or increase income 567 

(Citizen’s Utility Board, 166 Ill.2d at 138 (a valid rider has no “direct 568 

impact on the utility’s rate of return”)). 569 

 570 

 Our test reconciles the approval of diverse riders, including (1) a 571 

rider to recoup increases in the wholesale cost of natural gas, where the 572 

cost was set by a federal agency (City of Chicago I, 13 Ill.2d at 614); (2) a 573 

rider to recoup expenses for government-mandated environmental 574 

remediation (Citizens Utility Board, 166 Ill.2d at 138-139; CILCO, 255 575 

Ill.App.3d at 885); and (3) a rider to recoup a franchise fee that a 576 

municipality charges the utility (City of Chicago II, 281 Ill.App.3d at 628-577 

629).  In each instance, the expense was an externality imposed on the 578 

utility, and the expense was passed directly on to the consumer without 579 

affecting the utility’s return on investment. 580 
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 ComEd v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 2010 Ill. App. LEXIS 1057, *54 (emphasis 581 

added).   582 

  To my reading, the court held that Illinois law severely constrains the 583 

Commission’s ability to use automatic rate adjustment mechanisms to the recovery of 584 

certain expenses – not lost revenues – in  instances where the expense was an externality 585 

imposed on the utility, and the recovery of which does not affect the utility’s level of 586 

profit (such as the pass-through of municipal franchise fees).   587 

  There is no question in my mind that NRDC’s proposed reconciliation of 588 

revenues is not an “externality imposed on the utility” and that it directly affects 589 

ComEd’s return on investment.  Indeed, Mr. McDermott states that this is the very goal 590 

of decoupling.  Moreover, even ComEd witness Hemphill recognizes that there are 591 

serious questions whether the Illinois court’s recent decision would permit ComEd to 592 

have the type of decoupling rider that NRDC recommends.  ComEd Exhibit 46.0, 24:554-593 

557. 594 

Q. Mr. McDermott also discusses the “end result test” in the Hope Natural Gas case.  595 

Do you agree with his interpretation of the impact of that decision on regulatory 596 

policy. 597 

A. No, I do not.  Mr. McDermott opines that the Hope Natural Gas case gives regulators 598 

carte blanche in developing new ratemaking mechanisms as long as the result meets “the 599 

dual obligation to customers and investors.”  He could not be more wrong. 600 
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  Initially, it must be understood that the end result test in Hope is a standard of 601 

judicial review.  It defines a standard to be used by a court to determine whether it should 602 

review the decision of the regulatory commission.  In essence, the court stated that if the 603 

utility cannot show that its property was confiscated as a result of the regulator’s actions, 604 

then the court would not hear the case.  That does not give the commission free reign to 605 

do whatever it pleases.  It simply tells aggrieved parties not to bother the court with 606 

minor matters. 607 

  The “end result test” is similar in that regard to the “substantial evidence” test or 608 

the “arbitrary and capricious” standard of judicial review of administrative actions.  If 609 

those threshold questions cannot be passed – if it cannot be shown that the regulator acted 610 

contrary to the evidence or that it acted in a manner that violated the law or was arbitrary 611 

– then the court will not overturn the regulator’s actions.  Again, that does not authorize 612 

the regulator to do whatever it wants; it only says that judicial resources are limited and 613 

that courts do not want to hear cases that come down to honest judgment calls about the 614 

evidence or public policy. 615 

  In fact, regulators most assuredly do not have free reign to adopt novel 616 

ratemaking methods.  Rather, the Commission is a creature of the legislature performing 617 

a legislative function (rate-setting) and the Commission is constrained by the laws 618 

enacted by that legislature.  The Illinois court recently reviewed at length the law in 619 

Illinois about automatic rate adjustments and held that the Commission does not have 620 

free rein to adopt any type of rate adjustment mechanism it pleases.  621 
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Q. What do you conclude about the decoupling proposals in this case? 622 

A. I conclude that there is no evidence that decoupling – whether through an automatic rate 623 

adjustment as proposed by NRDC or through a drastic change in the rate structure as 624 

proposed by ComEd – would have any effect on consumer behavior, consumer well-625 

being, or environmental protection.  The only discernible effect would be to insulate 626 

ComEd from the normal business risk of customers buying less of its product than 627 

ComEd would prefer.  That is not a valid reason to either drastically change the 628 

residential rate structure (requiring low-use customers to subsidize high-use customers) 629 

or to adopt an automatic rate adjustment designed to protect ComEd’s investors without 630 

regard to the benefits to consumers. 631 

Q. What do you recommend? 632 

A. I recommend that the Commission reject ComEd’s proposal to greatly increase the 633 

customer charge and decrease consumption-related charges.  I also recommend that the 634 

Commission reject NRDC’s proposal to adopt an automatic adjustment mechanism to 635 

protect ComEd’s investors at the expense of consumers. 636 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 637 

A. Yes. 638 


